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THANKSGIVING-DAY.
BY C. P. GEOFFREY.
As THE sun rises to-day from the depths of the At-
lantic, he beholds a great and prosperous nation cele-
brating one of the most beautiful festivals of the year.
It is the day of giving thanks for all the bounties which
Nature, our common mother, has showered upon us
in the year gone by. It is the day of giving thanks
for the rich harvest now being gathered into the barns
of the farmer, and which we who are not farmers,
shall none the less enjoy. For all of us, the merchant
and the artisan, the manufacturer and the banker,
the artist and the scholar, the soldier and the sailor,
all of us who make an honest living, depend ulti-
mately on the blessings that Nature bestows upon
us, the fruits that grow in the fields, and the meat that
she provides.
It is true that we must work for it. In the sweat of
our face we must eat our bread. But all our labor
would be in vain if Nature ceased to yield the harvest
which in abundance she annually offers.
Considering the state of affairs in this light, we
must have a feeling of pride and at the same time of
modesty. Of pride, because our prosperity, our prop-
erty, our life with all its future hopes, are the result of
our own work ; what we are is the product of our own
and our forefathers' endeavors. Of modesty, because
all our labor woidd be in vain if that omnipotent power
of natural forces did not continually carry along upon
its might}' billows of life the courageous boats of think-
ing beings.
We must learn to know, that what we are, we are
through nature only ; for we ourselves are but parts of
that great power in which we live and move and have
our being.
Our fathers in their gratitude called that power of
omnipotent Nature God, and Christ taught us to re-
vere it in child-like love as a Father. If we have ceased
to believe in a humanized Deity, if we no longer adopt
the idea of a personal God, we must not forget that
there is a great truth in the words of the psalmist who
sings :
Except the Lord build the house, they labor in vain that build
it ; except the Lord keep the city, the -.vatchman waketh but in
vain.
It is vain for you to rise up early, to sit up late, to eat the
bread of sorrows : for so he giveth his beloved sleep.
It is a noble feature in man's nature that prompts
him to celebrate great events and to remember the
momentous days of his existence. But our feasting
must not consist of good eatjng and drinking alone.
Our festivals must be a consecration of our life. Festi-
vals, if celebrated in a truly humane spirit, will elevate
man's actions by thought and ennoble his work by re-
flection.
" 'Tis that alone which makes mankind
—
And 'tis the purpose of man's reason
That he consider in his mind
His handiwork of every season."
You who are happy, you who look back upon a year
that has yielded its harvest, rejoice in the blessings of
Nature, rejoice in the health of life, rejoice that you
behold this day ! Be thankful for the bounties you
have received and close not the doors of charity to
the needy and the poor who are less fortunate than
yourselves !
The unfortunate, the sick, the poor are invited to
join in the general joy and to rejoice in the general
prosperity of our country, in the glorious growth of
our nation, and in the noticeable progress of all man-
kind which apparently leads more and more to higher
and purer ideals of the universal brotherhood of man.
Those who are prosperous will celebrate this sacred
day with a grateful inind, sympathetic towards those
who are stricken with the many ills that flesh is heir
to. Let us remember our own weakness, let us con-
sider that what we are we are not of ourselves. Thus
we shall learn the wisdom of modesty that teaches us
to look upon the forlorn and shipwrecked as brothers,
so that we shall lend them a helping hand. Let us
assist the fallen and downtrodden in the right spirit,
not in the arrogance of our own merits, of our own
good luck and fortune, but in the fraternal love of a
pure-minded and heartfelt kindness.
*
Blessed be the sun that shines upon this day, and
blessed be is return in all future years. Blessed be
the country that yields us the fruit upon which we
live, and blessed be that great nation that flourishes
in this wonderful land of libert}-. May the highest
ideals we cherish, be realized in her destinies !
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ASPECTS OF MODERN PSYCHOLOGY.
PSYCHOLOGY IN FRANCE AND ITALY.
BY JOSEPH JASTROVV, PH.D.
In France and Italy psychology though pursued
with great energy and devotion may be said to be an
avocation rather than a vocation. While we find
everywhere important contributions to psychology from
representatives of other sciences, this is particularly
true of France and Italy. The chief upholders of
scientific psychology in these countries are alienists,
physiologists, and anthropologists, together with gen-
eral physicians, sociologists, philosophers, and littera-
teurs. Of these the alienists are sufficiently numerous
to warrant the selection of a department of morbid
psychology as most representative of French and
Italian activity. The great medical schools and hos-
pitals of Paris together with the naturally volatile and
nervous French temperament have been important
factors in this development. The portions of psycho-
pathology specially prominent in French psychology
are the diseases of the nervous system, the various
forms of mania, of idiocy and epilepsy, of hysteria and
melancholia, all of which branch out into obscure and
subtle mental defects, hallucinations, delusions, anaes-
thesias, perverted sensations, abnormal emotions,
changes of personality, and the like. It is in the care-
ful description of these outlying and rarer forms of
mental impairment that the French alienists have been
prominent. Hysteria and hystero-epilepsy, nowhere so
common as in France, present to the psychologist the
most protean aspects, at times seeming to reveal hid-
den forms of working of the nervous centres, and again
presenting a mere bizarre and capricious picture from
which no generally valid inferences can be drawn.
More particularly, the genesis of illusions and halluci-
nations ; their explanation as attempts more or less
unconsciously elaborated by the patient to account for
abnormal sensations ; the diseases of language furnish-
ing the most valid analysis of the several elements of
the process ; the diseases of the will showing the various
stages of muscular inertia up to complete psychical
paralysis; the many forms of the diseases of memory
revealing the relative inter-dependence of various
portions of the mental domain ; the diseases of per-
sonality showing how gradual and subtle are the pro-
cesses by which that most realistic of feelings the con-
sciousness of being oneself is destroyed,—all these
together with their many species and varieties form a
most attractive chapter of French psychology. Out
of this region there has emerged within the last dec-
ade a study now claiming the attention of every psy-
chologist in France, and to which must undoubtedly be
allowed the distinction of ranking as the French psy-
chological specialty—Hypnotism. As though to atone
for the psychic epidemic introduced by Mesmer as
well as for the varied and pernicious consequences
that followed in its train, the French have rescued the
field of activity most closely associated with his name
from the odium attaching thereto and have elevated
it to the recognized science of Hypnotism. Not taking
into account the v&xy important works of James Braid
in England, and of Dr. Esdaile in India, we may date
the beginning of the scientific era in the study of hyp-
notism from the taking up of the study, little more
than a decade ago, by Dr. Charcot and his associates
of the Salpetri'ere, though in so doing we neglect the
thoroughly excellent and independent work of Dr.
Liebault, at Nancy, and a few others.
Owing to the incredulity regarding all 'mesmeric'
phenomena induced by the frequent claims to super-
normal powers on the part of operator, subject, or
agency, and their equally frequent failures to substan-
tiate their claims, it became necessary to demonstrate
the genuineness of the phenomena, and to affiliate
them to our knowledge of the nervous system and its
functions. Braid had already done much by showing
that the method of hypnotization and the personality
of the operator were entirely insignificant factors, and
indeed this conclusion had been reached by the first
commission appointed by the French Academy of
Sciences, on which served Lavoisier, Bailly, and Ben-
jamin Franklin. By applying rigid physiological
tests, such as the execution of normally impossible
movements or the equally abnormal prevention of re-
flexes ; such as exalted conditions of sensibility as well
as of insensitiveness to normally unbearable pain,
—
the reality of the condition was placed upon a sure
footing. As it would be impossible here to record
the several stages in the unparalleled progress of the
study it may be most serviceable to present the two
important views of hypnotism now maintained in
France and the chief lines of study now cultivated.
The school of Charcot recognize certain physical
agencies as characteristic in the production of the phe-
nomena and certain physiological agencies as equally
characteristic of the hypnotic stages themselves and as
furnishing the means of distinction between them.
The school of Nancy, represented by Bernheim, re-
gard all the phenomena and the modes of producing
them as purely psychological in origin, and see in
the term " suggestion " the key to them all. The for-
mer distinguish three stages, the cataleptic, the lethar-
gic, and the somnambulic, characterized by unnatural
immobility, by neuro-muscular excitability, etc. ; the
transition from one to the other proceeding by opening
or closing of the eyelid, pressure upon sensitive re-
gions, and so on. The latter distinguish onl}' different
degrees of hypnotization, characterized by mental dif-
ferences such as consciousness of surroundings, re-
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membrance of what is done in the h3'pnotic state and
the Hke, and depending upon individual differences of
susceptibility and training. It should be said that this
latter view is rapidly gaining ground, being the one
upheld by the chief writers of hypnotism in Germany
and Switzerland, in Italj', Belgium and elsewhere.
Accordingly the selection of points for exposition here
will be made from this latter standpoint. Regarding,
first, the nature of the state, it is likened to a natural
sleep, in which communication with the outside world
is possible through the operator. The higher con-
trolling powers are put out of play, and the subject be-
comes an automaton at the mercy of the suggestions
made to him. These suggestions are unlimited in va-
riety and no matter how absurd or abnormal, will be
obeyed by facile subjects. One may take away sen-
sibility to touch, to sight, or any particular visual image,
say, of an individual, of all objects of a certain color
and so on. One may effect an unusual sensibility
such as reading within a few millimetres of the eye,
and directly or indirectly hyperagsthesia of almost
every sense has been observed. One may obliterate
the memory of a class of events, a period of life, or of
a particular occurrence ; one may induce the subject
to accept as reality what is purely imaginary ; one may
induce changes of personality
;
place the subject in
imaginary relations and see him act out the part to
the best of his capacity ; in brief there is hardly a phase
of muscular, sensory, or psychic activity that cannot
be modified in a variety of ways by suitable sugges-
tions.
From the many important facts to be revealed by
a careful analysis of these phenomena in relation to
the condition of mind and body that give rise to them,
I will select the following four as typical and instruc-
tive:
1. The extreme influence of the mind over the body
is nowhere more clearly shown. Not only the use of
hypnotism for curative purposes that furnishes the
kernel of truth in the faith cure movements, but the
demonstrated possibility of changing the heart-beat,
the temperature, of producing bleedings and healing
sores, under the obedience to suggestions, reveal the
vast reserve of energy that in this unusual condition is
at the disposal of the mind. What must otherwise
be rare and complex observations are here reduced to
rigid and definite experiments.
2. In the post-hypnotic suggestion we have a sug-
gestion impressed during hypnosis but executed dur-
ing the normal waking condition. In so doing the
subject usually accepts the act as of his own doing,
giving reasons for it and repudiating an}' implications
of the influence of the suggester. At times the act is
done automatically, the subject not remembering at
all that he did it though otherwise fully awake and con-
scious. We have thus revealed different strata of con-
sciousness as it were, showing that this, as well as un-
consciousness, is a matter of degree, and suggesting,
too, that a large realm of mental phenomena now baf-
fling explanation could be brought into order were we
more intimately acquainted with these subconscious
strata. Perhaps, too, we have here an experimental
proof of the dictum of Spinoza, that the feeling of free
will arises from the ignorance of the motives of our
actions.
3. Nothing better illustrates the kind of analysis
that hypnotism furnishes than the " negative halluci-
nations." These consist in rendering imperceptible
to the senses an object really present. If it is sug-
gested that one of the company has gone away, he may
now speak to the patient, pinch him, stand in his way
without the least effect. If he places a hat upon his
head the subject sees it mysteriously suspended in
mid-air, and so on. Or again, if the suggestion be
given that the subject cannot read the word "not" he
will read whole pages correctly always omitting that
word. To do this he must really see the word in
order to recognize that it is the word not to be read,
and yet he does not see it. It is a condition similar
to "psychic blindness," and again illustrates how
hypnotism substitutes experiment for observation.
The eye sees but the brain has a constant order that
when such and such an impression knocks for admis-
sion, it should not be received.
4. The analogies of hypnotism to more normal states
are many. Not only in sleep but in the waking condi-
tion, we find susceptible subjects, easily subjugated
to the will of another, credulous, and by reiteration of
their fancies acquiring a firm belief in their truth and
perhaps embellishing them with a mass of interesting
detail. Hypnotic subjects in the waking condition often
accept and act out suggestions just as if hypnotized,
and such observations shed valuable light upon the
genesis of illusions.
The interest in hypnotism is not confined to the
description and explanation of its varied appearances,
but several practical applications of it have been
made. Foremost is the therapeutic use of it in the
treatment of disease. By systematical!}' giving sug-
gestions that pains shall disappear, that abnormal
processes shall cease, and diseased functions be re-
stored, accompanying such suggestions by rubbing,
etc., to fi.x the attention upon the part concerned ; by
gradually moving members the control over which was
lost, a very considerable number of ailments have
been successfully treated. This means that by apply-
ing an admittedly mysterious power of helping the
action of nature, or by removing more or less imagina-
tive obstacles to a natural cure, many, of course not
all, forms of disease may be alleviated. Again, an edu-
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cational hypnotization to the removal of bad habits by
moral suggestions has been tried.
Finally, the law has had to deal with hypnotism ;
because these suggestions may be for evil as well as
for good, may be abused as well as utilized. Not only
is it possible to inflict injury upon a person hypnotized,
or get him to injure others ; to obtain his signature to
an important paper ; but the possibility of post-hyp-
notic suggestion gives opportunity for a large number
of crimes, committed by persons apparently in normal
condition and fully accepting the responsibility for
their acts. These in the main are the problems to
which the French psychologists are devoting their
energies, and to the elucidation of which they have
largely contributed. In addition to the overwhelming
and constantly increasing literature of hypnotism, there
exists the Revue de rHypnotisme, appearing monthly,
and in August last a very successful international con-
gress of hypnotism was held in Paris.
Although the main psychological interests in France
run in the channels already outlined, there are a num-
ber of by-streams that give evidences of vitality in
other directions. What may be termed sociological
psychology is eagerly cultivated, in particular the study
of the criminal classes as sociological defectives ; the
effects of heredity in preserving acquired character-
istics ; the effect of the environment in the process of
mental evolution—have been fully treated. Again, those
general relations of sensation, of the feelings, of the
movements, represented for example in the works of
Paulhan, Beaunis, F^r6, Binet, Egger, and Ballet,
have received clear and interesting expositions. In
comparative psychology we may cite the work of Es-
pinas on animal societies and of Perez on the various
stages of child development. The psychological labor-
ator}' and distinct professorships of psychology are
almost unknown in France. The chair of experi-
.
mental and comparative psychology that M. Ribot
holds in the College de France, is a striking exception.
By this position as well as by the editorship of the
Revue Philosophique, a monthly periodical, always full
of interesting psychological matter, M. Ribot has
claims to rank as the leader of the modern psycho-
logical school in France. His admirable compilations
have done much to give unity to what would otherwise
be scattered results, and the position he represents
shows that in spite of its somewhat disjointed char-
acter, psychology in France is a very active and prom-
ising study.
What is true of France is largely true of Italy, ex-
cept that hypnotism plays a less essential role. Mor-
bid psychology in all its branches is assiduously cul-
tivated, and the more important Italian journals of
psychology are largely under the control of alienists.
Sociological psychology is also very prominent, as is evi-
denced by Morselli's work on " Suicide," and the school
of psj'chological criminologists headed by Lombroso.
In his classic work, Z' Uomo Delinquenie, Lombroso re-
gards the criminal as a distinct biological variety of
the human species, and collects with great ingenuity
the bodily and mental characteristics by which he can
be distinguished from more normal men. The number
of psychological students in Italy is small, so that the
dominant interests of individuals are important. One
should mention the works of the Florentine anthropo-
logist Mantegazza, upon the expression of the emo-
tions, upon the physiology of love, and upoH the various
forms of ecstasy ; of Mosso on the psychology of fear ;
of Tamburini and Seppili on hypnotism ; of Lombroso
on genius and insanity ; of Vignoli on myth and science,
and upon animal intelligence ; and the very admirable
handbook of physiological psychology written by Sergi,
Professor of Anthropology at Rome. The Italian con-
tributions to psychology though few, are of a high order
and in the intellectual revival which that country is
experiencing, the interests of psychology will surely be
e furthered.*
WHAT IS HYPNOTISM ?
In recent times a number of quite unexpected dis-
closures have been brought to light hy the aid of hyp-
notism. The wonderful reports about hypnotic ex-
periments at first seemed so highly incredible, that,
perhaps justly, they were received with distrust. They
seemed to merit general disbelief. But, the experi-
ments were repeated and again and again proved suc-
cessful. At the present time we have at our disposal
an abundance of well-accredited facts. England, Ger-
many, Switzerland, Italy, and particularly France,
have been the theatre of eager researches. Nor has
America remained altogether unconcerned in the mat-
ter. In recent years the literature relating to this sub-
ject has reached fabulous proportions.
The more conversant we have become with hyp-
notic phenomena, which at first appeared quite ab-
normal, the more occasion have we had to convince
ourselves that, after all, they are not more wonderful
than other phenomena of life. The phenomena, at
all events, which after strict, critical investigation
* I know of no general account of psycholoi^y in France. Under hypnotism
I would select the works of Bernheini on suggestive therapeutics (translated),
of Binet and Fr(5r^ on animal magnetism (translated), of Liegois on the legal
aspects of hypnDtisra, and of Janet, tAutomaiisrm Psyckologii]iu\ as represent-
ing the typical phases of the study. Max Dessoir has published an ad nirable
bibliography of hypnotism including over 800 titles. For Italy I can refer to
Ln Pliilosafihif cxpiriintntaU en /talie, by Alfred Espinas. In Switzerland and
Belgium the sta'e of psycholoayis similar to what it is in Fiance and Italy; as
the nimber of psychologists in these countries is small, individual interests
are again important. In Switzerland may be mentioned Forel, who is pri-
marily an alienist, but has written upon the psychology of the ant, and has in.
troduced the study of hypnotism into Switzerland; Herzen, primarily a bio-
logist, who has written upon the fundamental relations of body and mind, etc,
Switzerland is also closely related to Germany, and many of the interests of
German psychology are also represented. In Belgium the name of Delboeuf
is important. He has written upon the psycho-physic law, upon the
sensation, and recently upon hypnotism.
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and experimental treatment have been confirmed and
retained as facts, are easily arranged under the head
of biological and psychical laws, with which we are
familiar in our daily experience.
At the very threshold of the new science we are
embarrassed by the different answers which are given
to the question, "What is hypnotism ?" I have sought
in vain after a simple and precise definition among the
most prominent authors of the department. The psy-
chologists of France and Switzerland are divided into
two hostile camps, from both of which the ingenious
founder of scientific hypnotism, M. Charcot, seems to
keep equally aloof.
M. Charcot considers the hypnotic state as a psy-
chosis, i. e. , a diseased state of the soul, and has be-
come more and more convinced, according to accounts
that have appeared in French and German journals,
that the therapeutic employment of hypnotism leads
to injurious results, or, to say the least, its efficacy is
very doubtful.
The two hostile schools, one at Nancy, the other at
Paris, unite in their opposition to Charcot's view, that
the hypnotic state is a psychosis. The Nancy school
is headed by Prof. Bernheim, the Parisian by Dr. Luys.
Prof. Bernheim looks upon hypnotism as throughout
psychical ; he resolves all its facts into products of
suggestion ; while Dr. Luys believes to have produced
physiological an^ even extra-physiological changes in
his hypnotic subjects. Both schools devote their en-
tire powers to establish hypnotism as a panacea for in-
numerable ailments that visit humanity. Hence their
opposition to Charcot.
The question, "What is Hypnotism ?" is answered
by Bernheim as follows :
" The hypnotic state is a peculiar, psychical condition, which
can be provoked artificially, and which to a varying degree oiig-
ments suggesti/nHly ; i. e., it has the power of influencing any
single idea received by the brain in such a manner that under all
circumstances the subject strives to realize the same."*
He adds :
" AH the different processes can be reduced to one ; z'/o., sug-
gestion There are hypnoses without sleep."
Dr. Forel is a follower of the school of Nancy.
He also declares that
:
"The vague conception of hypnotism must ultimately be
recognized as the idea of siiggeslion."
But suggestibility can also be observed in persons
that are not hypnotic. Have the masses in France
been hypnotized perhaps by Boulanger, because by
augmenting their suggestibility, he has prompted them
to all kinds of whimsicalities ? Surely not. Sugges-
tibility is a general phenomenon of soul-life, which can
* We quote this definition from a report of the Psychological Congress of
Paris in the " Fnternationile Kthtische Rundschau," Vienna, August 25, i88g ;
Dr. Bernheini's book on suggestions not containing a proper definition
—
although he maintains repeatedly that "hypnosis must be reduced to its real
foundation, which is suggestion."
be observed everywhere, but which appears in a spe-
cial, and indeed in a morbid, condition in the hypnotic
state.
The idea of suggestion, it seems to me, is much
vaguer than that of hypnotism. If suggestion were
the core of hypnotism, if it were its characteristic
feature, every teacher who imparts knowledge, and
plants ideas in the minds of children, would be a hyp-
notizer.
Dr. Luys embraces in his definition all the details,
that he actually has, or believes he has, observed in
the hypnotic subject. Hence his definition is over-
loaded, and that which is essential is not carefully dis-
tinguished from that which is unessential. That which
is perfectly accredited is introduced together with
observations of doubtful character. Dr. Luys says :
" Hypnotism is an experimental extra-physiological state of the
nervous system. It is an artificial neurosis which is developed in
a predisposed subject, a pseudo-sleep which is imposed, and dur-
ing which the subject that is experimented upon, loses the notion of
his own existence and the external world."
The last part of the definition applies to sleep no
less than to hypnotism ; and in the first part the ex-
pression "extra-physiological state of the nervous
system" appears to have the greatest weight.
This is not the place for subjecting the expression
"extra-physiological" to analysis and criticism. We
cannot adopt an expression that is of a negative kind.
Instead of elucidating it perplexes, and, in addition,
we cannot admit experiments exhibiting extra- physio-
logical states to that class of facts which have been
and can be verified by repetition.
Here is the difference between the Nancy school
and the Paris school. The Paris school maintains that
the phenomena of hypnotism depend upon physiolog-
ical changes ; they represent extra-physiological states :
effects are produced such as anaesthesia, hyperassthe-
sia, contractures, hemilateral or bilateral transfers,
rigidity by the use of magnets, or by the touch of
medicines contained in glass tubes. The Nancy school
denies all these propositions, and Dr. Bernheim de-
clares, that "all the pretended physical phenomena of
hypnosis are of a psychical nature. Catalepsy, trans-
fers, contractures are effects of suggestion only."
The simplest definition, which at the same time
completely covers the matter at issue, is the following :
Hypnosis is sleep produced at will from artificial
fatigue. And hypnotism is the scientific treat-
ment and investigation of hypnotic states.
* *
In many respects we agree with both the Nancy
and the Paris school ; even where it seems that they
are irreconcilable. There are, no doubt, physiological
changes taking place in the nervous system in natural
sleep as well as in artificial sleep ; but at the same
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time we recognize that all nervous activity is psychical,
although it may not be in connection with the central
soul of consciousness. Yet the term "suggestion," in
one respect too wide, is in other respects too narrow,
too special. It does not cover the characteristic feat-
ures of soul-life in the state of dreams and of sleep.
Dr. Bernheim overlooks this difference. In the pref-
ace to the second edition, he goes so far as to identify
sleep and suggestion. He says : "Sleep itself [mean-
ing thereby natural sleep] is only the effect of sug-
gestion."
This is a palpable error.
* *
What then is sleep ?
Sleep is a reduction or total obliteration of con-
sciousness. Natural sleep regularly follows in normal
conditions upon fatigue. A person becomes tired after
having exhausted a certain part of the potential energy
stored up in his body, and especially his brain. Sleep,
accordingly, is the state of restoration of lost energy
during an apparent inactivity of our mind, accompanied
with the more or less marked disappearance of con-
sciousness.
We can artificially produce sleep by alcoholic drinks
or by different kinds of drugs, such as morphine and
opium. This is called narcosis. The narcotic state,
especially if produced through alcoholic blood poison-
ing, seems to be the result of a fatigue, produced
through an abnormal combustion that takes place in
the brain after the introduction of such materials as
possess a strong affinity for oxygen.
The extinction of consciousness can also be ac-
complished through a disturbance of the conditions of
nervous activit}'. A deprivation of oxygen, or an in-
hibition of the blood circulation at once renders per-
sons unconscious.
Hypnosis is distinguished from normal sleep by
being provoked artificially and at the discretion of
the hypnotizer. Further it differs from narcosis so far
as the means employed are not of a material but of a
psychic nature. Thus, terror can hypnotize. As ex-
perience teaches, men and animals can be rendered
motionless through fright. Monotony likewise lulls
asleep those who allow themselves to be swayed by
its impression
;
gentle swinging or rocking, the aspect
of uniform views, prairies, deserts, large corn-fields,
and continuous sounds, as the ceaseless murmuring
of waves, cause sleep in persons who yield to their
monotony. In the same manner unexpected, except-
ionally violent emotions (sudden, startling sounds,
glaring, dazzling light), or intense concentration upon
a single idea may also cause unconsciousness.
When one all-absorbing idea that happens to be of
a religious nature engrosses consciousness, the state
of mind is, by ascetics and penitents, called ecstas)'.
The concentration of ecstasy upon a single idea is
akin to and 'yet, as a rule, vastly different from the
concentration of attention; as can be observed for in-
stance in a close student. The former is monotony
or uniformity in general, the latter "monotely,"* or
uniformity of aim. The former is an enforced inac-
tivity, the latter an exceedingly strained activity. The
worker in a state of attention considers systematically'
one and the same object in all its different relations,
and does not tire in his absorption in the matter at
hand ; the ecstatic penitent absolutely drops all rela-
tions and distinctions, he loses himself in a passive
contemplation or intuition enforcing through monoto-
ny absolute cessation of all activity, be it in thought'
or in deed. But the consequence of both is in several
points similar. Both are forgetful of all other things
and both will in time succumb to fatigue.
Besides these means of producing sleep, the Nancy
school added that of suggestion. People are made to
believe that they will fall asleep, and lo ! they actually
do fall asleep.
There is much truth in Prof. Bernheim's theory of
suggestion, but we must beware of its one-sidedness.
The suggestion of sleep will undoubtedly often make
people sleep if it produces the feeling of fatigue. With-
out producing real fatigue, the effect of suggestion ap-
pears to me very doubtful.
The animal and the human soul are hierarchical
organizations of living substance. Innumerable or-
ganisms, performing physiological and psychical func-
tions, are coordinated and super-ordinated, so as to
form one system that finds its centralization in the
summit of the hierarchy which we call the central soul.
Living substance is, as we know, extremely un-
stable and the function of life consists of two processes
which are closely interwoven ; the one is building up
structures containing potential energy, the other breaks
them down and spends their energy. The former is
the alimentary or trophic, the latter the vital, or the
active, process of organized life. Fatigue is expend-
iture of energy, involving a want of rest for restoration.
Sleep is the break-down of the top of our soul-or-
ganism ; it is a temporary abolition of the central soul.
The hypnotizer causes this break-down, either by the
shock of sudden fatigue, applied to the very centre of
consciousness or by leveling the central soul by cutting
away the summit of the psychic hierarchy through
monotony. He fills it with an idea or sensation so
vast, so vague, so broad, that there is no mark of dis-
tinction for a centre, there is no occasion for a rise
of the soul's activity in one spot. The hierarchy is
destroyed at its top, the central soul disappears and all
psychic life is dissolved in peripheral activities.
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Hypnosis, that is, sleep induced through psychic
agencies, betrays symptoms similar to those of natural
sleep and of narcosis.
Charcot distinguishes three phases of hypnosis :
I. Somnambulism; 2. Catalepsy; and 3. Lethargy.
All three phases of hypnotism display striking re-
semblances to corresponding states of sleep. Lethargy
corresponds to the deep, dreamless sleep, while som-
nambulism represents the light slumber of the dream,
in which the normal consciousness is obliterated and
makes room for the rise of a dream-consciousness.
Between both states catalepsy represents an inter-
mediate condition.
In the cataleptic state consciousness has become
extinct as in lethargy, but certain functions of the
nerves remain active. The limbs are pliant and plas-
tic like wax ; they easily assume any position and per-
sist in any motion imparted to them.
The acts of falling asleep and of awaking take place
in a regular succession of a series of transitional states,
which sometimes may be passed through swiftly, al-
most suddenly indeed, but which cannot be skipped by
leaps.
The state of consciousness is like the surface of the
quicksilver column in a barometer or thermometer.
May it ever so suddenly fall or rise, it has to pass
through all the intermediate degrees.
Fatigue causes the
diminution of our
power of concentra-
tion. We no longer
prohibit the rise of
ideas that distract
our mind and so we
commence to dream
awake. Our muscles
cease to obey and
our head sinks down,
we commence nap-
ping. Light slum-
ber with dreams
yields to deep and
ever deeper sleep
Nervous AcTiviTvt *.m ti
„ , ^ .
* until aUconscious-
Hvpolethareic
ness vanishes. Our
central soul has ap-
parently disappear-
ed. But the nerv-
ous activity of the
peripheral spheres
has not yet ceased
* Here insensibility overcomes the subject. "Psychic" is used in its
usual and narrower sense. Psychic denotes tliat which is feeling. The higliest
kind of psychic activity is consciousness and self-consciousness ; the lowest
kind of feeling that we can reproduce in our recollection is the dim shadow
o? a dream. Any feeling that we suppose to exist below this point can be
NORMAL
Attentic
Concentration
Docility
Heigh
Wake-Dream-
ABNORMAL
Ecstasy
OF Mind
Suggestibility
Self Conscious-
Hypnotic State
Psychic Activit
Cataleptic State
Nervous Re-
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entirely. Its psychical manifestations become lower ;
but the more pronounced the sleeper's inactivity ap-
pears, the stronger seems to grow the trophic or nu-
tritive faculty in sleep. There is no expenditure of
energy and the time of rest is employed in building up
the broken-down nerve structures, and in restoring the
energy that was spent during the state of activity.
Thus the natural result of sleep is the gradual disap-
pearance of fatigue. The more the loss of expended
energy is restored, the readier will a sleeper be to
awake. By and by some of his memories will be re-
vived ; he will dream again, and at last, when the
greatest part or all of the broken-down nerve-substance
is rebuilt, the faintest noise or a weak ray of light
will be liable to resuscitate him from his sleep into
full consciousness.
The activity of the soul having remained for a cer-
tain time below the zero of consciousness seems to be
pressed upward again through the restoration of its
vitality from the basic periphery to the higher summit
of central soul-life. This applies to normal sleep as
well as to the hypnotic and even to narcotic states.
The parallelism between hypnotic and natural states
can be explained most easily and quickly by the an-
nexed diagram which is symbolically arranged as a
psychometer—an indicator of soul-life. The scale
shows the order of the phases of psychical activity
as they rise from and above one another. p. c.
SUPERSTITION IN AMERICAN LIFE.
BY L. J. VANCE.
II.
No ACCOUNT of superstition in American life would
be complete without some reference to our negro-lore.
Through the warp and woof of our native folk-lore run
the dark threads of African superstitions. In the South-
ern States we detect a mode or cast of thought which
still exists in the Dark Continent. The superstitious
elements in Southern life, at any rate, have been
deeply colored by the surviving beliefs and usages of
the negro folk.
Now, it is true, that many savage customs and
usages survive in negro rites. But we must remem-
ber also that the lore of the Southern negro is a
queer jumble of fetichism, of totemism, of anthropo-
morphism, and of modern European folk-lore. Con-
sequently, it is not always easy to trace negro-super-
stitions to their true or proper source. As an illustra-
tion, Voodoo-Worship may be mentioned, which is
called " psychic " only if the word is used in its broader and original mean-
ing of " pertaining to the activity of the soul." The feelings manifested be-
neath this point, are belter called irritability of organized substance.
t Here torpor sets in ; the greatest number of reflex motions cease to
respond to their proper stimuli; only such as breathing and the beating of
the heart continue.
t Here not only the beating of the heart and breath become low, but the
trophic activity of the nerves appears arrested. Hence danger of deatli.
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habitually practiced in many parts of the United States
under the name of Voodooism. Thus, both the broad
assertion of Mr. J. A. Froude, that the practices of the
"Voodoos" in Hayti is "the horrible revival of West
African superstitions—the serpent worship, the child
sacrifice, and the cannibalism," and the current state-
ment that "Voodoo is an African worship which
negroes have imported into America," alike contain
more fiction than truth. Now, so far from being a
reiic of African barbarism, Mr. W. W. Newell has
recently shown {fournal of Am. Folk-,Lore, Vol. II,
p. 41) that ' Reports of Voodoo-Worship in Hayti and
Louisiana,' can be referred back to reports concerning
the Vaudois of the fifteenth century, who were com-
monly accused of practicing mystic rites, licentious
and savage in character. Yet, he is constrained to ad-
mit that "remains of African worship maybe, here
and there, mixed up with the mythical Vaudoux
ritual." Allowing for the generous scepticism of the
writer, I am inclined to think that this is the case. In
point of fact, few, if any, outsiders have witnessed the
real ceremony of the Voodoos. According to Mr.
Cable {Century, April, 1886), the sect in New Orleans
had a queen, who appoints a night for the annual
gathering, which takes place at a secluded spot near
Lake Pontchartrain, on the Eve of St. John. The
affair of June, 1884, as described by two eye-witnesses,
says Mr. Cable, "was an orgy already grown horrid
enough, when they turned their backs upon it. " With-
out doubt, sorcery under the name of "Voodooism"
is in vogue among the negroes, specially in the South,
but, whether any form of Voodoo-Worship can be sub-
stantiated is a matter of great doubt.*
However, the chief point to which I wish to call
attention is this : negro folk-lore is, in more ways than
one, savage ritual. Our idea is, that negro lore and
ritual retains many savage rites and superstitious usages
and customs. We go so far as to say that the negro
has had certain reasons for keeping up dark and mystic
rites, weird and magical in character. One of the
reasons for keeping ritual has been tersely stated by
Mr. Lang. "Ritual," he says, "is preserved because
it preserves luck." It may fairly be said that three-
fourths of negro-superstition is about luck. Thus,
Voodoo (often changed to Hoodoo) sigaifies a person
or thing whose influence is supposed to bring bad luck.
It is the opposite of Mascot,—a person or thing whose
influence brings good luck.
It would not be very difficult, I take it, to bring
forward innumerable examples (if it were necessary)
in support of our assertion ; for negro belief in a
savage or primitive kind of luck is so widespread as
to be matter of notoriety. Indeed, there is hardly a
negro settlement that cannot bring any number of su-
*An account of "Voodoo" in Boston Herald, Sept. i88g.
perstitions, which can be attributed to this belief or
principle. For the sake of illustration one or two cases
may be adduced. I have before me an account headed,
"A Whole Town Hoodooed," referring to Irwinville,
Ga. The writer states that the people were "in arms
over the conjuring of its colored people," who "would
become sick in the most unaccountable manner."
Witness, that when the people located the conjurer
and took away his Hoodoo or "jack"— " a red flannel
bag, sewed up all around, about two inches wide con-
taining No. 4 gunshot and one buckshot, wrapped up
in red flannel "—the sick recovered their health. An-
other case is not less interesting. A negro was re-
cently arrested in Baltimore for assault, and, in search-
ing him, the police took out of his pockets a little
bone. "Fo' God's sake, Cap'n, dori't take dat way
f'om me," he exclaimed. "Dat's my lucky bone. Ef
dey ole woman keches me widout dat she'll kunjer me,
sho' 'nuf.
"
Such cases of negro superstition as these bring
clearly into view the primitive belief in a kind of luck
attached to this or that person, to this or that thing.
The more primitive the civilization, the more magical
and the more supernatural is the luck. The savage
would sooner do without his wife than without his
lucky, or fetich, stone. He can do without his wife,
but in hunting, in fishing, or in war, he cannot do
without his 'luck.' As Mr. Theall says "the Kaffir
is a perfect slave to charms, and hardly ever under-
takes any matter of importance without using them."
("Kaffir Folk-Lore, " p. 205.)
Again, closely allied to the belief in the supernat-
ural power of fetiches is the notion of the magical
power of charms. Among the negroes of the coast
region of Georgia and the Carolinas, says Mr. C. C.
Jones, ' ' the potency of charms and philters were freely
admitted, and it was necessary to restrain the practice
of fetichism by positive inhibition." ("Negro Myths,"
p. 151.) All kinds of fetiches were fabricated, but the
ordinary fetich, adds Mr. Jones, ' consisted of a bunch
of rusty nails, bits of red flannel, and pieces of brier-
root, tied together with a cotton string' (p. 152). In
many cases the object in view is to 'cunjur' the neigh-
bor who is to be injured. If, then, a person is the for-
tunate possessor of a powerful talisman to protect him
from danger, he can snap his fingers at his enemies.
Once more, these modes of thought show how
deeply-rooted is the belief that there is a real connec-
tion between object _and figure, between a being and
its image. That is to say, as man guards himself by
an object, so he may be cursed or conjured through
his image. Thus, we find in common use among the
negroes of the South one of the magical arts so exten-
sively practiced in ancient and mediaeval times. We
refer to the custom of making a wax or dough image
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of an enemy, and piercing it with pins, or else of put-
ting it in the fire. This is a singular piece of magic
in which King James of England and negro conjurer
quite agree. The black doctor can cure or kill, by
putting the life of his patient into the image upon
which he practices. There is often an odd serious-
ness in the way in which the negro mind confuses the
image with that which it represents. Mr. Cable finds
the same kind of magic among the negroes of Loui-
siana. "To discover on his door-sill at daybreak a
little box containing a dough or waxen heart stuck full
of pins will strike more abject fear into the heart
of many a stalwart negro or melancholy quadroon than
to face a leveled revolver." On another occasion a
planter found a charm—"a bit of cotton cloth folded
about three cow-peas and some breast feathers of a
barn-yard fowl, covered with a tight wrapping of cot-
ton thread "—and when he proposed to take it to New
Orleans, his slaves exclaimed, " Marse Ed., ef ye go
on d' boat wid dat—ah, de boat '11 sink wi' yer.
"
It would seem that a similar train of thought shows
itself in Southern life. In fact, negro superstitions
are a common possession in the South and the uned-
ucated whites can no more escape from their influence
than from the air they breathe. There are few South-
ern villages of any size that do not yield numerous
items of superstition which can be traced to colored
sources. Mr.' Mooney says that among the poor
whites of North Carolina, the rabbit's foot is esteemed
a powerful talisman to bring good fortune to the wearer
and protect him from danger. {" /ourn. Am. Folk-
lore," Vol. II, p. 100.) Again, Professor Frank
Baker in a paper on " The Human Hand," says that
detached portions of the dead hand are quite com-
monly used for some supposed lucky influence that
they bring. This is, he adds, a form of the belief that
makes it lucky to carry the forepaw of an ani-
mal. {"American Anthropologist," Vol. I, p. 51.)
It is well known that President Cleveland had several
fetiches sent to him by admirers, a rabbit's foot from
Texas and from Florida, and a bear's paw from Canada.
Indeed, not a few people in Virginia believe that the
extraordinary large vote for General Fitzhugh Lee
was due to the fact that he carried a rabbit's foot dur-
ing his canvass.
Finally, I cannot see that the abiding faith in
charms shows signs of breaking down in American
life. Did you ever have an opportunity for testing
your neighbor's belief in charms or omens ? No ?
Then, just observe how the most matter-of-fact man
believes in signs indicative of good luck or bad luck,
or how he believes that certain persons are favored
with good fortune, while others are naturally unlucky.
But is not this superstition ? Of course it is, and it is
an interesting case of intellectual survival. To cite a
trivial instance, this summer I noticed that a consid-
erable number of men and boys, stripped for swim-
ming, wore next to the skin many kinds of fetichistic
and totemistic badges. Thus, I saw around the neck,
and never removed, the Church cross, the charmed
beads, and the sanctified sachet-like bags. The object
in view was manifestly, to have a charm against acci-
dent or injury. I saw, besides, a few other charms
against disease ; these were worn around the arm,
above the elbow, both above and below the knee.
The plain truth is, that our people have great faith
in " luck," either of one kind or another. The burglar
carries a bit of coal in his pocket ' for luck ' ; the
merchant carries an old penny or nail ' just for luck,
you know. ' The superstition of gamblers is notorious,
and a certain kind of ' flash ' literature gives evidence
of the multiplicity of their superstitions, and of the
cat-like tenacity with which the speculator clings to
them. Thus, Wall Street is a hot-bed of superstition.
Like the Kaffir, the ordinary stock-broker is often a
slave to charms and signs, and he seldom goes into
any matter of importance if the signs portend evil. A
newspaper correspondent sometime ago collected a
number of superstitions current in "the Street." One
big operator would not engage in any important enter-
prise on Friday or on the 13th. Another well-known
financier has faith in dreams, and is in fear of across-
eyed man. A third broker has a deep-set prejudice
to meeting a red-headed man or a black cat. And so
the list might be multiplied.
Our people still retain quite a number of beliefs
in omens about different birds and animals. Super-
stitious fears in connection with the raven are found
in various parts of the world. We know, too, what
uncanny use the poets from Shakespere, in " Mac-
beth," to Edgar Allen Poe have made of
" This grim, ungainly, ghastly, gaunt, and ominous bird of yore."
The cat has figured in folk-lore and in superstition
more, perhaps, than any other animal. The tradition-
ary character of the animal is commonly diabolical,
and in ancient and mediaeval times the cat was eyed
with superstitious fear. In the United States, the cat
is commonly regarded as weather-wise. Among the
Pennsylvania Germans, when a cat washes her face it
is a sign of clearing weather.* The old English super-
stition is that, " when the cat washes her face over the
ears, we shall have a great store of rain." This same
belief is found all over the States. The presence of
the cat in the house is commonly considered an omen
of good luck. But it is bad luck, the world over, to
have a cat cross your path when you go out in the
morning, or when you are going on a journey. I have,
on several occasions, heard people say that a cat, when
left alone with an infant, or a sleeping person, will
* Journ. Am. Folk-Lorc, Vol. II, p. 24.
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suck the breath away. Dr. Hoffman finds this notion
among the Germans in Pennsylvania, and so does
Mr. Mooney among the uneducated whites of North
Carolina.
It is not to be wondered at, that the dog and the
horse have largely figured in our folk-lore. In Rome,
the howling of a dog at night at the door was deemed
a presage of death. This superstition is found all
over Europe, and is one of the most popular omens
in the States. A few years ago, an ancient supersti-
tion about the " white horse " was revived, and many
people claimed this current notion as a new fad. Now,
in the world's folk-lore, white horses have figured in
one way or another. The modern belief doubtless
dates back to pagan times when deities were supposed
to ride on white horses. Just as in Shropshire, to dream
of a white horse is a presage of death, so, again, in
some of our States, to meet a hearse drawn by white
horses is a death-warning. Grohman says that, in
Bohemia, a white horse in the stable is popularly
supposed to bring good luck, though the traditionary
character of white horses makes them regarded as
warnings of death.
Prominent among superstitious notions in Ameri-
can life are those which cluster, in one shape or an-
other, round the vegetable kingdom. Current super-
stitions relating to the different plants might be the
subject of a separate paper of no inconsiderable inter-
est. A few minor illustrations for the sake of compa-
rative interest may here be offered. Mr. Dyer, in his
recent volume on "The Folk Lore of Plants," sa3's,
that " If a white rose puts forth unexpectedly, it is
believed in Germany to be a sign of death in the near-
est house ; and in some parts of Essex there is a cur-
rent belief that sickness or death will inevitably ensue
if blossoms of the whitethorn be brought into the
house ; the idea in Norfolk being that no one will be
married from the house during the year " (p. 274).
A similar belief is current in several of our States.
Thus, in Central New York I learned that when fruit-
trees blossom, or when plants flower, out of season, it
is a sign of misfortune in the neighborhood. The
same sign is current among the Pennsylvania Germans,
and has proved a true omen in several cases, accord-
ing to the experience of a lady cited in the Folk-Lore
Journal. *
There are numerous charms connected with the
different forms of plants. The four-leaved clover is
universally supposed to bring luck to its finder and
possessor. According to the old English superstition,
" A clover, a clover of two
Put it in your right shoe
;
The first young man you meet
In field, street, or lane
You'll get him, or one of his name."
In North Carolina, it is said that " If a young girl
will pluck a white dogwood blossom and wear it in
her bosom on May morning, the first man met wear-
ing a white hat will have the Christian name of her
future husband." Moreover, as on the Continent, so
in the United States, a lover puts the four-leaved
clover under the pillow to dream of his or her love.
The current superstition is rhymed by Miss Wilkins
thus :
• Whoso'er I first do meet
With the Boy's love in my shoe.
He's the one I'm sure to wed,
Sure to wed and love him true."
Again, many curious notions have clung to the flax
plant. In many parts of Germany, the flax is sup-
posed to have health-giving virtues and is considered
a lucky plant, for, when a young woman gets married,
she places it in her shoes as a charm against poverty. *
This superstition has evidently been carried by the
Germans to their Pennsylvania home, where, at wed-
ding feasts, it is usual to " dance for flax." Parsley is
notoriously an unlucky plant. The old English be-
lief, that the act of cutting or of transplanting parsley
will be followed by sickness, death, or some other
misfortune, has survived in some parts of the Union.
There are still not a few people who will not have
parsley grown in the garden on this account. Finally,
I can hardly call to mind a plant which is not regarded
by the folk in two ways—both as lucky and as unlucky.
Now, superstition in American life brings pretty
clearly into view two important matters. In the first
place, such superstitions as have been enumerated are
often striking cases of pure survival ; that is, some of
our superstitions do not properly belong to our own
day and age, but somehow they have managed to sur-
vive the storm and stress of our time. In the second
place, this folk-lore stands, in the midst of civilized
communities, for those primitive usages and crude be-
liefs that characterize uncivilized communities ; that
is, some of our superstitions represent the low forms
of thought out of which modern culture has been
evolved. As to surviving superstitions in our own
time, enough has been said to show that they have
been retained in this country by inheritance, by tradi-
tion, or by force of habit. As to primitive beliefs and
usages something might be said to show that they
have by no means passed out of national life. Lastly,
as to both matters, a good deal might be said to show
that Buckle's exultant cry, that the fiat has gone forth,
and that the dominion of superstition, already decay-
ing, shall break away, and crumble into dust, is even
now a great ways from practical realization. For it
must be remembered that some folk like to be afraid
of their own shadows. Again, there are other people
who do not want things cleared up and made prosaic-
* (Friend's " Flowers and Folk-Lore," Vol. 1, p. 134.)
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ally plain. But, happily, the number of these people
grows less and less every year, and Science makes
Superstition more and more a kind of luxury.
AN OPEN LETTER FROM AN OCCULTIST.
IS IMMORTALITY CONDITIONAL?
At the recommendation of Mr. Elliot Coues, to
whom the communication in question was originally
addressed, we present to our readers the subjoined
discussion of " a phase of thought that"—as our cor-
respondent remarks— "is now exciting much atten-
tion." It is published with the approbation of the
Gnostic Theosophical Society.
My Dear Sir :—I should long ago have attempted to unite
myself with the Theosophists of America, but was deterred by the
obvious impostures of Madame Blavatsky. According to my views
thaumaturgy is a thing entirely outside of religion, and those who
require miracles to convince them of truth, are fetichistic and un-
acquainted with true religion. I send you my views, not knowing
what are your own, because I recognize the great service you have
rendered to humanity. I look forward to the day when there will
be no churches, and no priests, and when every husband and father
of a family will himself inculcate religious truth. If to-day religion
is of the seventh day only, a thing belonging to priests, exercising
no influence on politics, or business, or science, it is because it has
been made a profession, and a source of bread-winning.
My views were not founded upon ancient symbols. I developed
them by brooding, and it was with the utmost astonishment that I
recognized in Egyptian, Etruscan, and Toltec symbols my own
faith. I was able to distinguish the various heresies that sprang
up thousands of years ago, and by analysis I found that the causes
of error are permanent, being part of humanity, and therefore cer-
tain to repeat themselves.
I believe that there are two Infinite Existences : one feminine
—an Infinite Soul ; the other masculine—an Infinite Intellect. Be-
tween these two there is absolute repulsion. The Infinite Intellect
is the creator of all matter ; the Infinite Soul, the creator of all
Life. She invades the lifeless worlds, which are the visible result
of correlated will-forces, breathes into matter the breath of life,
from the beginning, and works upward to man through the great
law of Love.
With man commences the beginning of the end for which she
strives. She is love, and love will have love. She desires to sur-
ound herself with intelligences that will second her, and do her
will. For she herself is all soul, and in her never-ending combat
with Infinite Intellect she requires the aid of beings possessed of
intellect. In human beings she has the opportunity which she
seeks. A man has a body, an intellect, aad a soul. The intellect
is undoubtedly material, and its quality depends upon the structure
of the brain, and the intricacy of its convolutions. We may believe
that the intellect is a sort of nervaura, bearing to flesh the same
relation that steam does to water. Of the soul we know only this,
that it is feeling. Of itself it can have no memory. Divorced from
the action of nervaura, the soul must return to the Infinite Soul.
It is like a drop of water which was forced up into the tropical sky
by solar heat, fell upon a mountain plateau in the form of rain,
descended with a river from the mountain to the sea, and again
became a drop in the ocean. But is it not possible that there may
be a higher stage for a chosen few ? Cannot the soul by a peculiar
kind of endosmic action seep up sufficient nervaura to possess itself
of the faculty of memory, which does not belong to it ? If it can
(and I believe it can), then such a soul will become a separate
entity, and immortal, having all the intellectuil power which the
Infinite Soul requires in her servants, and living forever to do her
eternal service.
Whilst it is impossible for us to comprehend that which had
no beginning, we can easily comprehend a beginning immeasur-
ably remote. The idea of Christ is intelligible if we consider him
the eldest son of the Virgin (the name by which Infinite Love is
called in symbolism), but only as ref;ards that group of lives which
we call the solar system. He was the. first to attain immortality.
Now one of the blessings of " the elect " in this life is in the power
of the soul to grow. The body grows by the assimilation of mat-
ter ; the soul grows by the absorption of the Infinite Soul which
pervades all universes, eager to strengthen the finite souls that
have turned to her, and are eager to be her angels. There is no
limit to the growth of the soul when freed from the bonds of clay.
Hence "the Christ," the first born of salvation, is an immense
soul, infinitesimal as regards the Infinite Soul, but infinite as re-
gards the poor strugglers upon earth. He looks after the welfare
of his worlds as a shepherd tends his flock. And as a shepherd
has a faithful dog, so has the Christ for each world where there is
life an Archangel assisted by subordinate angels. But because it
is the duty of this Being (the Archangel) to tempt " the elect,"—to
try them, as a bridge-builder tries his beams, and girders, and
ties,
—
poor humanity has considered him the Enemy. In some
aspects he is Satan, in other aspects he is Jehovah, and then again
some call him St. Michael. But his name in old times was Ana-
iJioth, and this is the secret, sacred name which the Jews feared to
pronounce, and which, it is said, they have forgotten.
There is no place of rest for the elect, for they desire no rest.
They look forward to death as a boy looks forward to the time
when he will go out into the world. They have to grapple with
the adverse and malignant disposition of "omnipotence," the
Ouracan, or Typhon of antiquity. They have to breathe sugges-
tions into sleeping ears, for they can act upon the intelligence,
whereas Infinite Love can only be the still, small voice of con-
science, so easily quelled by the egotism of the intellect. And
there is no place of torment for the wicked. What is to be pun-
ished ? Not the soul which is an emanation of Infinite Love, which
must return to her if it does not become an immortal entity by the
conquest of memory. Not the intellect, which is a part of the ma-
terial side of humanity and perishes with it. Under no supposi-
tion can there be distinct places of reward and punishment. We
can conceive that there are immortal entities which used the
powers gained by the conquest of the soul over memory for per
sonal ends, who in fact became backsliders. Their worm dieth
not, and their fire is never quenched. They are immortal, but
they are separated forever from communion with Infinite Love.
Their souls cannot grow. Neither can they receive much sym-
pathy from omniptence, whose servants in the end they become,
loving evil, and trying to counteract the good influences of the
servants of the Virgin.
There is not a thought here which is not exemplified in the
symbols I have mentioned. Even the ideas that Infinite Soul is
feminine, and that angels are a mingling of feminine souls with
masculine intellects, which seem so quaint and fantastic, are so
forcibly shown that there can be no mistaking them.
Yours faithfully,
Edward R. Gauzvnski
TO ARCHDEACON FARRAR.*
BY LOUIS BELROSE, JR.
Some see the dawning in their own despite
;
Who quits his bed to greet it loves the light.
'See The Forum of No
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SONG— FOR MUSIC.
BY MARY MORGAN (Gowan Lea).
Rushing onward, mighty river !
Toiling ever onward, on !
Undertones sound through thy waters
As if saying, " Lost and gone !
"
Lost and gone forever, say they ?
Some sweet treasure lost and gone ?
And thy restless torrent seeks it
While it rushes onward, on ?
Hast thou taught me thy sad burden.
River, as thou flowest on ?
Or has my heart been thy teacher.
For its song is, "Lost and gone !
"
MODERN ICELANDIC LITERATURE.
A SKETCH.
It is rather interesting to observe, that even the literary
societies of modern Iceland continue to uphold the ancient prestige
of that remote and barren island of the North Atlantic. Moreover,
the Icelandic periodical literature and newspapers appear to be
written in a genuine modern spirit. They are thoroughly ac-
quainted with all the intellectual and literary currents of the time.
and in recent issues of Icelandic newspapers, we notice some able
translations from the works of the latest German and French au-
thors, that actually have not as yet appeared in the English lan-
guage. Incidentally we may even observe, that the Icelandic
" Thjodholf " does not omit to present its readers with a pregnant
and correct criticism of Dr. P. Carus's recent publication, " Fun-
damental Problems "
It cannot be denied, that this intellectual activity of modern
Iceland presents a striking and phenomenal contrast to the intel-
leclu il apathy and sterility of certain populous European islands
in more favored climes, such as Sardinia and other islands of the
Mediterranean.
The Icelandic and American-Icelandic papers frequently pre-
sent their readers with direct translations from the Russian and
Hungarian novelists. But, of course, Icelandic, even modern Ice-
landic, literature is to the natives a higher and more exclusive
department. It is probably more difficult to write classical Ice-
landic, as demanded by the fastidious, hypercritical standard of
their national literature, than to write in Russian, Modern Greek,
or Italian. How they stand in this respect see the recently pub-
lished work in two volumes by a German, Prof. Dr. Schweitzer :
" History of the Literature of the Scandinavian North." The entire
first volume of Dr. Schweitzer's work, and even a part of the second
volume, relates exclusively to Iceland. He seems to regard Iceland
as the ' ' central soul " of the entire intellectual life of Scandinavia
—
both past and present. And rightly and correctly enough, by
virtue of certain favorable historical circumstances. According to
the " Landnama " or Doomsday-book of Iceland, every family of
settlers, Norse. Swedish, Danes, Low Germans (Nieder deutsche
from the Elbe and Holland), Irish, Norsemen, Fins, and Welsh,
brought along with them one or another fragment of national
tradition. In Iceland it thus came to pass, that every valley, pro-
vince, and quarter of the island obtained its own saga-cycle of
common Germanic interest, and upon this racial stock under the
Icelandic Commonwealth was grafted and developed the national
Icelandic literature.
The Icelandic Family-Sagas, the historical studies and en-
lightened criticism of Ari Frodhi and Snorri Sturluson welded the
huge mass of primeval Germanic traditions into a lasting homo-
geneous unity, which still survives in modern Icelandic literature.
Dr. Schweitzer seems to admit that Iceland of to-day can boast,
at least, three modern lyrical poets, who would compare favorably
with the lyrical poets of any other country—Matthias Jochumsson,
Steingrim Thorsteinsson, and Benedikt Sveinbjornsson Egilsen-
Grondal, the last named a son of Dr. Egilsen, the author of the
Poetical Dictionary of the Old Norse, translations of the Odyssey,
etc. The first-named, Sira Matthias Jochumsson, from 1S71 to
1881 the editor of Thjodholf, until 1887 was rector of the parish of
Odda—one of the chief livings of Iceland, where Saemund. the
learned, eleventh century scholar, who had studied in Germany,
taught and collected the elder Edda But Jochumsson since two
or three years has thrown up his living, become a radical in re-
ligious matters, and at present is the editor of a small print
" Lydhur" (People, Leute), published at Akureyri, a thriving little
village almost under the Polar circle.
BOOK REVIEWS.
One Question. [Dedication to M. B. D.] New York, Chicago,
etc. Brentano's.
" Here is ofifered you no finistied drama
Filled with startling incidents and rounded
To a perfect close. Alas, this story
Is not closed, but living on among you !
This is truth, one truth among the many
Lived before your unobserving vision.
This is but the heart-cry of one woman
To one man's entreating need and an^juisli—
"
are the polished theme-declaratory lines of this newest contribution
to love's misfortunes. The metre of the book, upon the whole,
is excellent ; the diction choice ; the comparisons and figures of
speech employed indicate a thorough and helpful acquaintance
with classical English literature. Cyril Davenant—runs the plot
—
is in love, passionately, with Eloise Mayburn : is about to be mar-
ried. Cyril's wife, believed to have perished, appears in the nick
of time, prevents the union, and insists upon her privilege of re-
instatement. Eloise flees to Italy ; Cyril follows. Shall now—the
question arises—Eloise yield to the impulsion of love, or obey the
mandate of duty. Cyril advocates the former; conscience ad-
monishes the latter: and Eloise - bows to conscience. The dia-
logues are long ; perhaps, necessarily so. And that immemorial
prerogative of the lover, to paint with the brush of a Rubens
the transcendent glow and intensity of his own flame— to pile his
Pelion on the world's Ossa—has here, also, been richly employed.
We are asked impliedly, in " One Question," to seek artistic
beauty—to seek the truth of art and harmony, and not the truth
of probable reality. And the commendation may be hazarded that
in this anonymous opuscule a greater measure of truth, and beauty,
and taste is to be found, than in the majority of current poetical
productions. /(*/)/;.
The Bible ; Analysed, Translated, and Accompanied with Critical
Studies, published in parts of Books, Single Books, and Col-
lections of Books. By Rev. Leicester A. Sawyer. Whitesboro,
N. Y. : L. A. Sawyer.
The Immortal Bible. Stepping-Stones to Agnosticism, No. IV.
By F. J. GoiilJ. London ; Watts & Co.
Of the Sawyer series nine numbers have been published ; the
part before us being the first—an " Introduction " setting forth the
scheme of the work, and covering fifty-five pages. Mr. Sawyer
begins with the order and distribution of the books of both the
Old and New Testaments, then takes up the sources of the New
Testament collection and the canonical authority of both Testa-
ments, and finally comes to critical remarks and comments upon
the three respective series into which the material has been divided.
These criticisms are concise and comprehensive ; advantage having
been taken of the latest researches in Biblical history ; they argue
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well for the unpublished parts as weil as those that have not come
to our notice. The style of the text of the translation will be that
of modern prose, and the rendering, it is stated, is based upon the
most approved texts.
"The Immortal Bible," by Mr. Gould, is a small pamphlet
of thirteen pages, constituting a short but interesting sketch, from
the human, natural standpoint, of the origin, growth, and com-
pletion of the Bible. " The Bible," says Mr. Gould, "the natural
Bible, is pre-eminently a book for Sceptics. Scepticism is, at bot-
tom, a religious revolt, an intellectual and ethical protestantism.
The Bible is a textbook of revolt." Mr. Gould maintains, that
when accorded its true historical position, it is to the Sceptic " in-
dispensable, immortal, and ever fruitful in inspiration and pro-
gress." /^^y'^.
Deutsch-Amerik.'vnische Dichtung, a collection of poetical
productions by German-American authors, published monthly by
Messrs Konrad Nies and Hermann Rosenthal, of New York,
offers a very attractive table of contents. We may mention a
humorous poem by Mr. Emil Dietzsch, " Nur keine Biervergeu-
dung," a burlesque of Luther's historical encounter with the Devil,
and the jaculation of the ink-bottle. The following stanza is
taken from a pretty poem, " Was wiirde meine Mutter sagen ":
Du kannst dicli weit veiirren nicht
Geh'st auf den falschen Weg mit Zagen,
Wenn es noch leise in dir spricht
:
'•Was wurde meine Mutter sagen ! "
vision of Dr. Wilhelm Meyer, of the Urania Society, and Dr. B.
Schwalbe, of the Realgymnisium at Dorotheenstadt. A feature of
the parts before us is the mignificent photograph of the moon
taken by the Lick telescope in 1888 By an ingenious device—the
superposition of a sheet of oiled paper, up3n which the names of
geographical localities are imprinted—the accuracy of a map is
combined with the softness and distinctness of photographic re-
production. Diesterweg's lliinnfhkitndc is perhaps the most com-
plete handbook of popular astronomy now published. (Berlin :
Emil Goldschmidt. Price, for each part, 60 pfennings — 15 cents.)
The All Amateur for November is a bright and attractive
number. The fourth design of the elements after Boucher is
Water and is the most pleasing of the series. The colored print
is a free and graceful sketch of a spray of roses in a glass bowl.
There are other good designs for various articles of ornament or
use
The first paragraph in the Note Book gives us not onry the
agreeable promise of the coming of the " Angelus" for exhibition
in this country, but of the proposed addition of a hundred of .the
best French pictures in the country to be seen at the same time.
If the wealthy possessors of the masterpieces of Millet, Delacroix
Corot Diaz, Rousseau, and others named in this article, really
consent to the loan of their pictures for a popular exhibition, they
will show a generous spirit and true love of art that will prove
them to be worthy of the great privilege of owning such treasures.
It will afford a rare opportunity of studying the best school of
modern French Art.
A list is given of the artists in oil and water-colors and of the
engravers on medals and sculptors who have received prizes at the
Paris Exposition, and many persons will be pleased to find the
names of their favorites upon it.
The excellent articles on pen-drawing are continued and the
present number is illustrated by very strong if rather harsh fac-
similes of pen-drawings by Watteau and Dienay. A striking por-
trait of Bradlaugh, the English radical, recalls his face very viv-
dly, although it looks much older than he did when in this
country.
Some hints on portrait-painting will be interesting to those
who are attempting this important and difficult branch of art.
China painting receives much attention and the rose designs for it
are very pretty. An interesting article on furniture is well illus-
trated. The prospect for 1890 offers increased attractions and we
predict for the Art Amateur a continuation of popularity and suc-
cess. E D. c.
The two latest parts of Diesterweg's PopuUire Himmelskiinde
mid Mathematische Geographie (Popular Astronomy, etc.,) are at
hand. The present edition, the eleventh,—a significant evidence
of its worth and popularity,— is being published under the super-
Prof. George P. Fisher begins in the forthcoming number of
the Century a series of articles upon the nature and method of
revelation. The first is entitled " Revelation and the Bible." A
great deal of the current criticism of the historical writings of the
Bible, Prof. Fisher claims, is affected by a pre-existing bias
against the supernatural element in these narratives ; there is a
prejudice at the start which warps the judgment respecting their
date, and au horship, and general credibility. Prof. Fisher's po-
sition is, that here the same critical judgment must be called into
exercise that is requisite in dealing with all other historical docu-
ments. The exercise of that criticism, however, is circumscribed
by the dictum of the Apostle, that ' ' we have this treasure in
earthen vessels that the excellency of the power may be of God,
and not of us." Criticism, with Pi;of. Fisher, only modifies, never
destroys.
In Poet-Lore, Vol. I, No. 11, for December, an entertaining
review of Russian Drama is found. The writer, Mr. Nathan Has-
kell Dole, traces the influence of Shakespeare upon Russian dra-
matic development ; Russia's first dramatist, Pushkin, having con-
structed his works upon the model of the English poet. A few
pages of translation from the Russian accompany the criticism.
The December number of St. Nicholas is exceptionally rich
and attractive. " The Boyhood of Thackeray," by Anne Thack-
eray Ritchie, the opening article, is a collection of reminiscences
of the novelist's childhood days ; several fac-similes of early letters
are given, and excellent portraits reproduced.
NOTES.
. We offer our readers, under the title of "Is Immortality Con-
ditional ?" a specimen of Theosophic lore, communicated, though
not sanctioned, by Mr. Coues, of Washington ; and in the same
connection we call attention to the concluding paragraph of Mr.
Vance's essav in this number.
Mr. Charles Watts, the editor of Seai/ar T/wugJit, will lecture
before the Secular Union, at the Princess Opera House, 558 W.
Madison St., at 8 o'clock, Sunday evening, Dec. i, upon the sub-
ject "Life and Death from a Secular Standpoint." Mr. Watts's
lecture will take the place of that of Augusta A. Holmes, announced
in the regular schedule published last week in our columns.
Prof. Ernst Haeckel, of Jena, Germany, sends us the eighth
edition of his iVatiir/ie/ie Schopfungsgeschichte, which is just out.
The success of this well known book is due to the clearness
with which the author understands to deal with scientific subjects.
Prof. Haeckel is a man full of religious enthusiasm for science
and scientific investigations. The interest that naturally attaches
to the great problems of a history of creation is increased by the
warmth of zeal to trace the truth. We do not doubt that the book
will have a large sale in America. It is a stately volume of 836
pages, with 20 plates, innumerable illustrations and a good por-
trait of the author. Its contents are as rich as can be expected from
a scientific Book of Genesis, treating on almost all the subjects
that concern the evolution of life upon earth.
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Secular Thought
A Journal of Liberal Thought.
The Official Organ of the Canadian Secular
Union.
$2 a Year. Published Weekly. Single Copy, 5c.
CHARLES WATTS, Editor.
jj Adelaide Street East, Toronto, Ont., Canada.
Read what Colonel Ingersoll says:
"
I am greatly pleased with • Secular Thought
'—
with its form, arrangement, and contents—above all,
with its spirit. It is splendid. I don't see how it
could ba better. I read it with the greatest of
pleasure." Col. Robt. G. Ingersoll.
Read what Helen H. Gardener says:
" Permit me to congratulate you on the fine ap-
pearance and tone of 'Secular Thought.' I hear-
tily congratulate our Canadian friends upon the
fact that they are represented by a paper of which
they can be justly proud, and which they need
never hesitate to hand to their most delicate-
minded friends, however religious they may be."
Helen H. Gardener.
Post Free lor Twelve Months for S1.25 Prepaid.
LIFE-LORE:
A MAGAZINE OF POPULAR NATURAL
HISTORY.
EDITED BY IV. MAWER, F.G.S.
Essex Hall, 4 Essex Street, Strand, London, W.C.
The Subject-Matter is Life—Life in all its
forms, plant and animal, from the " lowest " to the
"highest," recent and extinct.
No. I WAS ISSUED JULY i, i883.
"The strong grasp of an unusually competent
and versatile editor, as felt on every page, augurs
well iaTV\(e-'Lave:'—Bayswater Chronicle.
"Attractive in form, beautifully printed, and
vigorously written.''
—
Despatch.
"We expect it will become one of our most im-
portant magazines."—//a/r/i-r Courier.
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"GERMANIA."
.1 Fortnighlly Journalfor the Study of the
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A, W. SPANHOOFD,
Editor and Publisher.
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P. O. Bos 90.
The Academy, Syracuse, N. Y. :—We h;
us the first four numbers of this new magazine,
and. feel justified in indorsing the favorable opin-
ion expressed by the daily press and some of our
leading college professors of German On the
whole, Germania is well adapted to the private
study of German, and, we are sure, will be wel-
comed by teachers as a pleasant companion to the
usual text-books. Even at the present rates for sin-
gle copies teachers will find in its columns varied
and interesting reading for their classes, at a rea-
sonable rate. We urge all teachers of German rt)
examine the magazine with this object in view
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MAKING BREAD DEAR.
WHEELBARROW and SYMPATHIZER
Corners and The Board of Trade
'ITH REFERENCE TO
THE LABOR QUESTION.
Price, 10 Cents.
This little pamphlet is a reprint from the col-
ums of The Open Court of an able and spirited
controversy between Wheelbarrow and a prom-
inent Chicago financier. The (iile indicates the
subject. Wheelbarrow attacks the combinations
of trade that "make bread dear and laborers
cheap." Sympathizer declares Wheelbarrows ar-
ticle a misrepresentation of facts, and character-
izes it as misleading and obscure. Wheelbarrow
replies, explains more fu'ly his position, and con-
lends that the arguments of Svmpathizer have only
strengthened the stand he lias taken. The dis-
cussion is by practical men, ant *orms an interest-
ing chapter in economics.
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